The Hub, Commerce Square
The Hub, Commerce Square
2001 Market Street
Two Commerce, Ste 210
Philadelphia PA 19103

Most conference activities will take place at The Hub Commerce Square, located in the Commerce Square center between 20th Street and 21st Street on Market Street.

As you stand on Market Street and look at the Commerce Square complex, the Hub will be to your right, in Two Commerce Square. Please enter through the main plaza (outside courtyard) Commerce Building #2, right side. Once you enter there will be a main Security desk and to the left of that, a smaller Hub entry greet desk. Please stop at that desk and mention either the Hub or your group's name. Our greeter will give you access through the turnstiles and direct you to the set of elevators which take you to the 2nd floor. Once off the elevators, turn left: the Hub is in Suite 210. Signs and friendly Hub staff will direct you to the Media Consortium meeting rooms.

Wed Feb 17 5:00 pm-- Prince Theater
1412 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia PA

The PRINCE THEATER is an exciting performance venue in the heart of downtown Philadelphia. Located at Broad and Chestnut on the Avenue of the Arts, the Prince is owned by the PHILADELPHIA FILM SOCIETY, a non-profit organization. It will be the venue for the opening reception featuring Stanley Nelson in conversation with Norris West, generously sponsored by Media Impact Funders and the Philanthropy Network. Please register in advance for this event.

Thur Feb 18 7:00 pm –PhillyCAM
699 Ranstead Street - Suite 1
Philadelphia, PA 19106

PhillyCAM is the non-profit designated by the City of Philadelphia to operate its public access television network. It is located at 699 Ranstead Street which is on 7th Street between Chestnut and Market Streets, 1 block from the Liberty Bell. It can be reached from the Hub, Commerce Square by the 17, 44 or 48 bus on Market Street, or from the Club Quarters Hotel by the 9, 21, or 42 bus along Chestnut Street. It's an easy half-hour walk from the Hub.

Fri Feb 19 7:00pm --Pen and Pencil Club
1522 Latimer St.
Philadelphia, PA

The Pen and Pencil Club is one of the country’s oldest surviving membership-based journalism clubs. P&P serves working members of the press and the community that supports them. The club is located between 15th and 16th Street, about a 15 minute walk from the Hub, and just 4 blocks from the Club Quarters hotel. This no-host bar event is sponsored by ONA Philly. Thanks ONA!